
A Praying Life Session 5 Homework: 
Read chapters 12-14 
Memorize Isaiah 57:15 
List out 2-3 highlights from your reading  

Group Study Guide:
Paul Miller says that the Enlightenment doesn’t say that religion is not real, it “defines” it as not 
real. Describe the process of how the enlightenment and science has marginalized prayer. How is this a big 
obstacle for many of us to overcome? 

This separation of the spiritual/physical or fact/feeling impacts us a lot more than we may think, for example: 
Do you find yourself like the unnamed author of the book on prayer on prayer that Paul Miller talks about 
who commenting about how modern medical techniques have ended prayers for the lives of young infants? 
Or do you find yourself responding like Paul Miller thinking that those medical techniques may have been a 
result of the prayers of young moms for their kids? 

What are your thoughts about the example of Luke, the 4 year old boy, who instinctively prayed for his dad 
in Iraq? Are things like this evidence that “prayerless-ness" is a learned behavior? Do you have any similar 
experiences and are there places in the Bible that point to this? (you can read the story here: http://
www.nytimes.com/2004/01/11/magazine/lives-coveting-luke-s-faith.html?mcubz=1&_r=0)  

Can we pray for trivial things (“How else will you find a parking spot?!?) 
Does God care about the details of our life at that level? (parking spaces, fire trucks, pajamas, milk, a 
speech computer). How would praying for trivial things be an example of the infinite-personal God? 

http://www.nytimes.com/2004/01/11/magazine/lives-coveting-luke-s-faith.html?mcubz=1&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/01/11/magazine/lives-coveting-luke-s-faith.html?mcubz=1&_r=0


“When Jesus prays at Gethsemane “take this cup from me” he is being real; Christians rush to “not my will, 
but yours be done” without first expressing their hearts (Luke 22:42). They submit so quickly that they 
disappear. Over-spiritualizing prayer suppresses out natural desire that our house not be burning. When we 
stop being ourselves with God, we are no longer in real conversation with God.” 

This experience is common among Christians who feel like they cannot be real and honest with God about 
their desires or pray for “trivial things” but instead need to pray “not my will, but yours be done”. That is of 
course where we land and the heart we want to have, but Miller emphasizes that God still encourages us to 
be open, asking and seeking him.   

• How would rushing to “not my will, but yours be done” practically and negatively change our 
relationship with God?

• How would only “praying take this cup from me” practically and negatively change our relationship 
with God?


